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Abstract

Plasmonic nanocavity has been an excellent platform to study light matter

interaction under ambient conditions and within sub-diffraction volumes.

However, controlled strong light matter interaction in the plasmonic system has

rarely been reported. Here, we design a plasmonic tweezers, which can trap a

molecular J-aggregates, and be a plasmonic cavity to investigate the strong light

matter interaction. We use finite-difference time-domain methods and Maxwell

stress tensor to evaluate the optical response and the trapping performance. With

the help of coupled oscillator model and virtual excitons theory, we analyze the

strong coupling progress in lower excitons system, we further introduce a

‘coupling force’ parameter to characterize the relationship between the optical

force and model volume in the coupling system. The proposed method offers a

way to locate a molecular J-aggregates in a plasmonic tweezers for investigating

optical force performance and strong light matter interaction.
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Intrudoction

Ashkin and colleagues firstly reported the experimental demonstration of optical

tweezers, created by using radiation pressure from a single laser beam [1]. Since

then, optical tweezers have been an indispensable instrument in many applications

in various areas of sciences because it allows for precise control of micrometer-sized

objects [2]. For example, optical tweezers have been applied to noninvasive manip-

ulation of living cells in biosciences [3] and have enabled assembly of nanoparticles

in physics [4]. In conventional free space optical tweezers, objects mainly experience

gradient force exerted by the focused laser beams. Their fundamental drawback is

that the focal spot size is limited to the diffraction limit, which makes it difficult to

trap objects at the nanoscale. Recently, the use of plasmonic nanotweezers, based on

surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), has emerged as a powerful scenario to circum-

vent the limitations of conventional optical tweezers [5, 6, 7, 8]. Tsai et al. showed

the selective trapping of dielectric microparticles in a plasmonic chiral structure [9];

Zhang et al. used plasmonic antennas to trap a metal nanoparticle [10]; Balushi et

al. illustrated the trapping of proteins and other biomolecules [11]. However, these

methods followed the usual perturbative Rayleigh method to calculate the optical

force, which ignores that the object itself has an influence on the local field. In 2009,

Juan et al. firstly demonstrated the so called self-induced back-action (SIBA) trap-

ping mechanism [12]. Compared to conventional trapping mechanism, the appearing

of the object itself has a strong influence on the local field and has an active role in
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the SIBA trapping mechanism. The SIBA mechanism provides the unique advan-

tage to achieve trapping dielectric nanoparticles with average local light intensities

that are smaller than prior approaches [13].

Strong coupling, a special regime of light matter interaction, is particularly in-

teresting in the nanoscience and has provided an excellent platform to study fun-

damental quantum science phenomena and found several applications in quantum

information processing [14, 15, 16], ultrafast single-photon switches [17], and low-

threshold lasers [18] and Bose-Einstein condensation [19]. In these years, plasmonic

cavities have been an appropriate candidate for achieving strong coupling between

emitters, excitons in J-aggregates and surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) , with the

reason that the localized mode of SPPs confines the light to a nanoscale volume

and the confined electromagnetic field remarkably enhances the interaction between

excitons and SPPs [20, 21, 22]. Nevertheless, plasmonic cavities also face great chal-

lenges that locating J-aggregates at the field maximum of the electromagnetic mode

for the strongest interaction, especially when investigating the strong coupling at

low excitons level.

In this paper, a plasmonic tweezers based on SPPs is designed to trap a molecular

J-aggregates, and the strong light-matter interaction between them is also reported.

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods are used to obtain the optical re-

sponse and the optical force of the nanotweezers. The nanotweezers are designed to

have a plasmonic resonant mode matching the emission of the J-aggregates . When

the J-aggregates is trapped in the structure, the scattering spectrum exhibits Rabi

splitting that shows a signature of the strong coupling effect. We use the coupled

oscillator model and the virtual excitons theory to analyze the strong coupling

behavior in lower excitons. The proposed nanotweezers offer a robust method to

reproducibly locate molecular J-aggregates in a plasmonic cavity for the study of

light-matter interaction.

Structure and Methods

Figure 1 depicts the structure of the nanotweezers that contains a gold ring and two

rounded triangles. The gold ring has a thickness of 30 nm, and the inner radius and

outer radius are 50 nm and 80 nm, respectively. The two gold rounded triangles

are attached to the ring, the thickness and side lengths are 30 nm and 50 nm,

respectively. It extends two triangular tips in the middle of the structure, forming

a gap of 40 nm wide. The whole structure is supported on a glass (SiO2) substrate.

All the parameters are optimized to have a narrow plasmonic resonance in the

visible light range. The permittivity of gold is obtained from Johnson and Christy

[23]. The index of SiO2 is 1.4. The structure is supposed to be immersed in a

solution environment, so we set the background index to 1.33 and the grid is 1

nm for each direction. We use FDTD methods to simulate our model and research

the force field and the electromagnetic field distribution. A light source with E-field

polarized along y direction is normally illuminated the structure from the top for the

resonant mode excitation which can enhance and confine the electromagnetic field

in the gap. Scattering spectrums are also obtained in our simulations by taking the

Fourier transform of the flux through a three-dimensional box around the structure

in the total-field region and the scattered-field region.
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Because of strong plasmonic resonance, when a particle appears in the structure,

the highly localized electric field generates a strong optical gradient force on it.

Conversely, the particle itself produces a self-induced back-action (SIBA) effect

that improves trapping [12]. As the particle encounters the strong electric field,

the total induced optical force is evaluated using Maxwell stress tensor formalism

without approximation. We obtain the total force F on a particle by integrating

the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor T on the surface ”S” enclosing particle as

[24]:

~F =

∮

s

↔

T ds (1)

and T ,

↔

T= ε ~E ~E + µ ~H ~H − 1

2

(

εE2 + µH2
) ↔

I (2)

where ε, µ are the permittivity and permeability of the medium, respectively;
↔

I

is the unit dyad and the electromagnetic field distribution ~E and ~H are taken

from the FDTD simulation. However, simultaneously with optical force, the particle

undergoes the thermal energy. As an additional sufficient trapping condition we

have the requirement that trapping potential energy should be much larger than

the kinetic energy of the Brownian particles. It is given in terms of the Boltzmann

factor as exp(−U/KBT ) << 1, where U is the trapping potential energy, KB is the

Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature [12, 25, 26]. The potential energy is

numerically estimated in areas near the equilibrium point along the trapping length

direction, which is expressed as:

U = −
∫

~F · d~r (3)

and the trapping length is the range in which the nanoparticle is pulled towards

the equilibrium point. The molecular J-aggregates is treated as a dielectric particle,

the radius is 8 nm, and its dielectric function can be characterized by a Lorentz

model[27] with a bound electron permittivity of 6.1, Lorentz resonance of 1.71 eV,

and a linewidth of 0.02 eV.

Result and discussion

Trapping a molecular J-aggregates

Utilizing a light source illuminates the bare structure from the top, we can observe

only one resonant peak at 690 nm in the normalized scattering spectrum as shown

in figure 2(a). The resonant wavelength overlaps with the one of particle. When the

structure is illuminated by a light source at 690 nm, two triangular tips can confine

giant localized electromagnetic field, as figure 2(b) and figure 2(c) displayed. The

appearance of the particle in the structure affects the surrounding refractive index

so that it will change the local electromagnetic field distribution, as figure 2(d)

depicted. Comparing figure 2(c) and figure 2(d), we can get the result that when
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the particle is closed to one of tips, the electromagnetic field in the gap between

particle and the tip is further enhanced. The vast majority of the electromagnetic

energy is confined in the gap.

In order to find the trapping area for trapping the particle in the nanotweezers,

we numerically calculate the optical force on the particle at different positions in

the nanotweezers structure and analyze the trapping potential energy distribution.

As displayed in figure 3(a) and figure3(c), the optical force vector field distribution

shows that the optical force manages to push the particle to the two tips. And

as shown in figure 3(b) and figure 3(d), the optical force rises considerably when

the particle approaching towards the tip. The particle can be trapped within the

area of the tips to interact with the enhanced electromagnetic field so long as the

optical force imposed on the particle is strong enough. We put the particle at the

position x=0 nm, y=11 nm, and z=30 nm, where the distance between the particle

and the tip is only 1 nm. The optical force exerted on the particle can be 3.8

pN by the trapping laser intensity is I = 1 mW/µm2. Moreover we calculate the

trapping potential energy in the x-y plane at z=30 nm by using Eq. 3, as shown

in figure 4(a). In principle, 1 KBT trapping potential energy is sufficiently large to

overcome the thermal energy of the particle and confine it in the trap. However, due

to the random Brownian motion, for stably trapping the particle, a larger trapping

potential energy is required. In this work, we consider 10 KBT as the threshold

for stable optical trapping. As shown in figure 4(a) and figure 4(b), the trapping

potential energy is larger than 10 KBT near the tips, when the particle contacts

with the one of the tips, the trapping potential energy is appromimately 15 KBT ,

which leads to the conclusion that the nanotweezers can stably trap the particle in

the area near the tips for further manipulation. Furthermore, compared with our

previous work [28], the optical force on the particle in this structure is 30 times

lager than our previous structure.

Strong coupling between molecular J-aggregates and Plasmonic cavity

Trapping a single particle in the localized electric field in the plasmonic cavity

paves the way for investigating the strong plasmon-exciton coupling phenomenon,

which is greatly challenged in the single molecule level. We calculate the scattering

spectrum of the nanotweezers structure when a single particle is trapped at Point A

(x=0 nm, y=11 nm and z=30 nm), where the trapping potential is over 10KBT ,and

the particle is resonant with the plasmonic cavity. Comparing with figure 2(a), we

can observe a clear splitting in figure 4(c), indicating that coupling between the

excitons of the particle and the plasmonic cavity produces new hybird modes.

In order to provide physical insight into the coupling phenomenon, we analyze

the scattering spectrum by fitting the calculation results with a phenomenological

coupled oscillator model [22, 29, 30]. In this model, the plasmonic cavity resonance

and the particle’s excitions are each described as a damped harmonic oscillator.

Essentially, these two oscillators represent the polarization of the plasmonic cavity

and the particle, respectively. The coupled oscillator model can be qualitatively

described by energy form [30, 31]:

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

EPl − iγPl/2 g

g EJ − iγJ/2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

α

β

)

= E

(

α

β

)

(4)
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where EPl and EJ is energy of the plasmon and excitons, g is the coupling strength,

and γJ and γPl are the corresponding damping rate. E is the eigenvalue corre-

sponding to the energies of the new hybird states, and α and β are the eigenvector

components (Hopfield coefficients) and satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The eigenvalues

E are obtained from the equation:

E± =
1

2

[

EPl + EJ − i
(γPl

2
+

γJ
2

)

±
√

4g2 +
(

EPl − EJ − i
(γPl

2
− γJ

2

))2
]

.

(5)

And the scattering spectrum of the hybrid system follows:

σscat(ω) = XE4

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

E2 − E2
J + iEγJ

)

(E2 − E2
J + iEγJ) (E2 − E2

Pl + iEγPl)− E2Ω2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(6)

Where X is a scaling parameter and Ω is the Rabi splitting energy.

When the particle is resonant with the nanotweezers, that is EPl = EJ , the Rabi

splitting energy is defined as Ω = hΩR =

√

4g2 +
(

γPl

2 − γJ

2

)2
. At point A, γPl and

γJ are 170 meV and 20 meV for the uncoupled plasmon resonance and the excitons

of the particle, respectively. Using the equation (5) and data collected from figure

4(c), we can get the Rabi splitting energy is Ω = 2g = 234 meV. The strong-coupling

regime can be defined as the situation when difference between the upper and lower

energies of the hybrid system should be larger than the spectrum widths of plasmon

and exctions. It should satisfy the criteria the condition of Ω = 2g > |γPl/2 + γJ/2|
[32]. In our system, Ω = 2g = 234 meV, and |γPl/2 + γJ/2| = 95 meV, the linewidth

of coupled states is smaller than the splitting, thus can determine the system is going

into the strong coupling regime.

Model volume force

In this section, we introduce the coupling force between the nanotweezers and the

molecular J-aggreates. The coupling strength can be directly calculated by [33],

g =
√
Nµe |Evac| (7)

where N is the number of the excitons contributing to the coupling process,

µe is the molecular dipole moment, |Evac| =
√

h̄ω/2ǫǫ0Vm is the vacuum field,

Vm =
∫
ǫ(r)|E(r)|2dV

max(ǫ(r)|E(r)|2) is the mode volume, and the dipole moment of the particle is

assumed µe = 15 D [34]. As the particle moved from Point B (x= 0 nm y=8 nm

and z=30 nm) to one of the tips (x=0 nm y=12 nm and z=30 nm) along x = 0,

we calculate the mode volume, coupling strength, optical force, and the number of

excitons. As shown in figure 4(d) and table 1, when the particle approaching to

the tip, there is an upward tendency for both coupling strength and optical force,

but a decreasing current for the model volume and numbers. According to Eq.3,

the couping strength g ∝
√

N
Vm

, interestingly, when the gap is less than 2 nm, the

number of the excitons is less 1, which is different from our previous understanding.

At lower coupling strength, the states of two hybird modes in the system can be
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‘dressed states’, superpositions of two states containing both plasmon and excitions

of molecular J-aggregates. These two states contain the same number of excitions.

However, with the increase of coupling strength, all excited states are dressed by

multiple states containing different numbers of excitions, leading to the plasmon

and molecular J-aggregates excitions in ground state are virtual [35]. From table 1,

the force when the gap is 1 nm is about 6 times than the former one, meanwhile,

the model volume is a quarter of the fomer one. The sudden change of the force

here mainly contributed to the SIBA effect [12, 36, 37]. The key physics here of

the SIBA effect is that the position of the trapped particle alters the electromag-

netic field, which can affects the optical force on the particle and the emissions of

the particle. Therefore, we can introduce a ‘coupling force’ parameter to charac-

terize the trapping performance of the strong-coupling system, which is defined as

f = A · V − i

2

m , where A is a scaling parameter, and i = 2 or i = 3. i = 2 strands for

the system is not reaching the strong coupling regime, and i = 3 confirms that the

strong-coupling regime has been reached.

Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of the plasmonic nanostructure as an

optical tweezers for trapping a particle and investigated the strong light matter in-

teraction between SPPs and the excitons of the molecular J-aggregates. The optical

responses of the nanostructure are simulated by FDTD simulations. The optical

force is computed by Maxwell stress tensor method. An optical force of 3.95 pN at

the trapping point can be obtained with the intensity of I = 1 mW/µm2. When the

particle is trapped in the structure, with the help of the coupled oscillator models,

a strong coupling Rabi splitting as large as 234 meV can be got from the spec-

trum, and the virtual excitons theory is used to explain the lower excitons coupling

progress. A ‘model volum force’ parameter is introduced to characterize the trap-

ping performance of the strong-coupling system. The proposed nanotweezers offer

a robust method to reproducibly locate a molecular J-aggregates in a plasmonic

cavity for the study of light-matter interaction and has potential applications in

quantum information processing and single-photon generation.
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Figures

Tables

Table 1 Calculation results

Gap (nm) 4 3 2 1 0
Vm (10−25

·m3) 4.82 3.37 2.28 0.59 0.17
g (meV) 93 104 109 115 117
F (pN) 0.2 0.38 0.68 3.95 4.53
N 4.84 4.15 3 0.89 0.27
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Figure 2 Optical trapping a molecular J-aggregates for investigation the strong light matter
interaction. (a) Normalized scattering spectrum of the nanotweezers structure. The spectrum is
normalized to its maximum. (b-d) Electromagnetic field distribution for λ = 690nm. (b) z=30 nm
cross section. (c) x=0 nm cross section. (d) x=0 nm cross section when a particle is located at
one of tips.

Figure 3 Optical force exerted on the particle. (a.c) Optical force vector field in the x-y plane at
z=30 nm cross section and in the y-z plane x=0 nm cross section, respectively. (b.d) Optical force
in the x-y plane along y=11 nm located at z=30 nm cross section and in the y-z plane along z =
30 nm at x =0 nm cross section, respectively.
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Figure 4 (a) Analysis of trapping potential energy at the surface of the nanostructure in the x-y
plane. (b) Zooming in the figure 4(a) and the gray part indicates the tip. (c) Normalized
scattering spectrum of the nanotweezers structure when a particle was trapped at Point A. (d)
The calculated values of optical force and coupling strength with the change of y.
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Figure 1

Schematic diagram of the nanotweezers structure.



Figure 2

Optical trapping a molecular J-aggregates for investigation the strong light matter interaction. (a)
Normalized scattering spectrum of the nanotweezers structure. The spectrum is normalized to its
maximum. (b-d) Electromagnetic  eld distribution for  = 690nm. (b) z=30 nm cross section. (c) x=0 nm
cross section. (d) x=0 nm cross section when a particle is located at one of tips.



Figure 3

Optical force exerted on the particle. (a.c) Optical force vector  eld in the x-y plane at z=30 nm cross
section and in the y-z plane x=0 nm cross section, respectively. (b.d) Optical force in the x-y plane along
y=11 nm located at z=30 nm cross section and in the y-z plane along z = 30 nm at x =0 nm cross section,
respectively.



Figure 4

(a) Analysis of trapping potential energy at the surface of the nanostructure in the x-y plane. (b) Zooming
in the  gure 4(a) and the gray part indicates the tip. (c) Normalized scattering spectrum of the
nanotweezers structure when a particle was trapped at Point A. (d) The calculated values of optical force
and coupling strength with the change of y.
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